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The reversible implementation of classical functions accounts for the bulk of most known quantum
algorithms. As a result, a number of reversible circuit constructions over the Clifford+T gate set
have been developed in recent years which use both the state and phase spaces, or X and Z bases, to
reduce circuit costs beyond what is possible at the strictly classical level. We study and generalize
two particular classes of these constructions: relative phase circuits, including Giles and Selinger’s
multiply-controlled iX gates and Maslov’s 4 qubit Toffoli gate, and measurement-assisted circuits,
including Jones’ Toffoli gate and Gidney’s temporary logical-AND. In doing so, we introduce general
methods for implementing classical functions up to phase and for measurement-assisted termination
of temporary values. We then apply these techniques to find novel T -count efficient constructions of
some classical functions in space-constrained regimes, notably multiply-controlled Toffoli gates and
temporary products.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reversible implementation of classical func-
tions on a quantum computer is crucial to many
quantum algorithms, including Grover’s search algo-
rithm [1] and Shor’s factoring algorithm [2]. In such
algorithms, oracles for classical subroutines account
for the bulk of the total circuit volume. As a result,
the optimization of quantum circuits for classical re-
versible functions is central to the resource-efficient
implementation of quantum algorithms.

Two complexity measures in the design of quan-
tum circuits are the circuit time or depth and space
or width. The former corresponds roughly to the
number of gates that appear in the circuit and is
sometimes weighted to account for the fact that
some gates are more costly than others, while the
latter is given by the number of qubits used in the
the circuit. Changes to these costs are amplified in
fault-tolerant contexts; each additional logical qubit
requires a large number of physical qubits, while
longer computations require more error correction,
further increasing the physical footprint of a quan-
tum algorithm.

Standard techniques for synthesizing reversible
circuits can lead to massive space overheads, as they
rely on ancillary qubits to hold intermediate values.
This overhead can be often be mitigated by uncom-
puting intermediate values once they are no longer
useful, at the expense of extra gates. This space-
time trade-off is explored at the level of reversible
circuit synthesis through pebble games [3].
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Over the past decade, significant effort has been
devoted to efficiently implementing classical func-
tions over the Clifford+T gate set, motivated by the
fact that Clifford+T gates are well-suited for fault-
tolerant quantum computation [4]. In this context
the number of T gates in a circuit, its T -count, of-
ten dominates the cost in time due to the difficulty
of implementing the T gate in a fault-tolerant man-
ner. These recent efforts resulted in a variety of
optimized Clifford+T implementations of reversible
gates, many of which leverage the phase space, or the
X basis, to go beyond optimizations possibly purely
in the state space, or Z basis. By these we mean in-
formation encoded in either the phase of a quantum
state or the computational basis state, respectively.
As information in the phase and state can be freely
exchanged and independently operated on, we refer
to this as the phase/state duality.

In the present work we study further applications
of the phase/state duality to reversible circuit de-
sign, generalizing several recent constructions:

• the multiply-controlled iX gates of [5] and [6],

• the measurement-assisted Toffoli of [7],

• the relative phase Toffoli-4 of [8], and

• the temporary logical-AND of [9].

We then apply these methods to introduce new cir-
cuit designs over the Clifford+T gate set which im-
prove the cost primarily of space-constrained imple-
mentations of oracles for classical functions.

Table I gives an overview of the novel circuits we
give, as well as the best-known constructions when
possible. While many of these implement classi-
cal functions up to relative phase, all constructions
with relative phases in the controls and/or target can
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Gate Ancillary state T -count Valid Notes Ref.

Uf ·g |00〉 2τ(Uf ) + τ(Ug) + 8 – 1
Uf ·g – 2τ(Uf ) + 2τ(Ug) + 4 – Relative phase in the controls 4
Uf ·g – 2τ(Uf ) + τ(Ug) + 4 – Relative phase in the controls & target 5

Λk(X) |z〉 16(k − 1) k ≥ 6 Prior art [8]
Λk(X•) |z〉 8(k − 2) + 4 k ≥ 2 Relative phase in the controls & ancilla 2
Λk(X) |z〉 16(k − 2) k ≥ 4 3
Λk(X) |0〉 16(k − 3) or 16(k − 3) + 4 k ≥ 4 Measurement-assisted
Λk(iX) – 16(k − 2) + 4 k ≥ 6 Prior art; Relative phase in the controls [5, 8]
Λk(iX) – 16(k − 3) + 4 k ≥ 4 Relative phase in the controls 7
Λk(X•) – 16(k − 4) + 4 k ≥ 5 Relative phase in the controls 9
Λk(X?) – 8(k − 2) k ≥ 3 Relative phase in the controls & target 8

Λk(X?) |0〉⊗m 4m+ 8(k −m− 2) k ≥ 5 Relative phase in the controls & target

Ufk |z〉 8(k − 1) k ≥ 2
Ufk – 4(k − 1) k ≥ 2 Relative phase in the controls & target 6

3-AND |0〉 8 – Prior art; Relative phase in the controls [8]
3-AND† – 3 or 4 – Relative phase; Measurement-assisted 14
k-AND |0〉 16(k − 3) + 4 k ≥ 4 – 12
k-AND† – 0 or 16(k − 4) + 4 k ≥ 6 Measurement-assisted 13
k-AND |0〉 8(k − 2) k ≥ 3 Relative phase in the controls 10
k-AND† – 8(k − 4) or 8(k − 4) + 4 k ≥ 4 Relative phase; Measurement-assisted 11

TABLE I. T count scaling for various reversible functions and gates. τ(Uf ) and τ(Ug) give the T -counts of imple-
mentations of Uf and Ug, respectively. References to explicit circuits are given where possible.

be used as drop-in replacements for matched com-
pute/uncompute pairs.

Our contributions include an ancilla-free k-control
Toffoli up to a relative phase in both the controls
and the target with T -count 8(k− 2), improving the
best known construction by a factor of roughly 50%.
We also show that if this gate is used to initialize a
temporary product of k bits as in [9], it can be ter-
minated with the aid of measurement and classical
control with at most 8(k−4)+4 T gates. Combined,
these constructions give a method of temporarily in-
stantiating a logical product of k bits with total T -
count at most 16(k− 3) + 4 and no ancillas, besides
the one used to store the product. Previous tech-
niques require 32(k − 2) + 8 T gates, a reduction of
over 50% compared to the state of the art.

We also give novel space-constrained construc-
tions for the k-control Toffoli gate with reduced T -
count and for the efficient multiplication of classi-
cal oracles up to phase. We additionally show that
there exist classes of Boolean functions of degree k
which can be implemented up to relative phase and
without ancillas using 4(k − 1) T gates. These con-
structions match or improve on the T -count of the
best known generic method [10] which uses O(k) an-
cillas, and have potential applications to automated
and LUT-based [11] synthesis of reversible circuits.

More broadly, these constructions show that there
exist functions for which existing techniques are not
able to reduce the T -count through the addition of
ancillas.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Quantum oracles

It is well-known that, in the presence of ancillas,
the gate set

{X,Λ1(X),Λ2(X)},

consisting of the NOT, controlled-NOT, and Tof-
foli gates, is universal for classical computing [12].
That is, for any Boolean (or classical) function f :
Zn2 → Zm2 , there exists a circuit over the gate set
{X,Λ1(X),Λ2(X)} which implements a unitary Uf
whose action on the computational basis is described
by

|x〉 |0 · · · 0〉 |y〉 7→ |x〉 |g1(x) · · · gk(x)〉 |y ⊕ f(x)〉

where x = x1x2, . . . , xn and the gi are some Boolean
functions gi : Zn2 → Z2. The unitary Uf is an ora-
cle for f . The qubits beginning in the |0〉 state are
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clean ancillas. The values gi(x) used in the process
of computing f are temporary values and are often
referred to as garbage.

To reclaim the space used for temporary values,
the final result can be copied on an additional an-
cilla, and the circuit for Uf can be run in reverse.
This uncomputes the temporary values that are no
longer needed, thereby cleaning up the garbage.
This technique, colloquially known as the Bennett
trick, is shown below:

x1

Uf U†f

x1
...

...xk xk

0 0
...

...
0 0

0 • 0

y y ⊕ f(x1, . . . , xk).

Note that, in the circuit above, the target of Uf is
in the |0〉 state. One can relax this requirement at
the cost of an extra Λ1(X) gate:

x1

Uf U†f

x1
...

...xk xk

0 0
...

...
0 0

a • • a

y y ⊕ f(x1, . . . , xk).

In this case we say that the (uninitialized) ancilla is
dirty.

We use rounded boxes to denote oracles which do
not leave any garbage and do not modify their in-
puts:

x1
f

x1
...

...xk xk

y y ⊕ f(x1, . . . , xk).

B. Generalized permutations

A (unitary) generalized permutation matrix is a
permutation matrix whose nonzero entries are ele-
ments of T = {z ∈ C | |z| = 1}, the group of complex
numbers of unit length. Every generalized permuta-
tion matrix U can be factored as the product of a
permutation matrix P and a diagonal matrix D, i.e.
U = PD. Note that, since D′ = PDP † is also diag-
onal, U can alternatively be factored as

U = PD = PDP †P = D′P.

We will sometimes leverage this kind of quasi-
commutation throughout the remainder of this pa-
per. Restricting the nonzero entries of generalized
permutation matrices to m-th roots of unity yields
the generalized symmetric group S(m,n).

C. Relative phases

Generalized permutations occur in quantum com-
puting as relative-phase implementations of classical
functions. In particular, a generalized permutation

Ũf acting on the computational basis as

Ũf : |x〉 |0 · · · 0〉 |y〉 7→ eig(x,y) |x〉 |0 · · · 0〉 |y ⊕ f(x)〉

is called a relative-phase implementation or oracle
for f and eig(x,y) is called the phase. If g(x, y) =
g(x, y′) for all y′ ∈ Z2, we say that the phase depends
only on the controls. Otherwise, we say that the
phase depends on the controls and the target.

It can be observed [12] that a relative phase imple-
mentation suffices to compute any temporary value
in a reversible circuit or oracle. For example, the
circuit below uses the Bennett trick and a relative
phase implementation Ũf = UfD of f where D is
some diagonal unitary to construct a phase-free or-
acle for f .

x1

D Uf U†f D†

x1
...

...xk xk

0 0
...

...
0 0

0 • 0

y y ⊕ f(x)

The correctness of the circuit can be established
through the quasi-commutation noted above. In-
deed, we have UfD = D′Uf for some diagonal ma-
trix D′. The diagonal gates can thus be moved in-
wards and cancelled, since diagonal matrices com-
mute with controls.

More generally, an oracle Uf in some com-

pute/uncompute pair U†fUUf may be implemented
up to a relative phase on qubit i whenever the inter-
nal computation U is globally constant on the state
space of qubit i. In particular, U is globally constant
on the state space of the first qubit if

U(|x1〉 ⊗ |x2 · · ·xn〉) = eig(x) |x1〉 ⊗ Ux1 |x2 · · ·xn〉

for any x ∈ Zn2 . In practice, this accounts for the
vast majority of cases where a temporary value is
computed and later uncomputed. Additional dis-
cussion can be found in Appendix A.
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D. Phase space optimizations

The observation that the phase space can be used
to optimize reversible circuits through the use of gen-
eralized permutations dates back to Norman Margo-
lus [13]. Margolus noted that the Toffoli gate can be
implemented up to a phase with just 3 two-qubit
gates, rather than the otherwise minimal 5. DiVin-
cenzo and Smolin [13] found similar optimizations
using relative phases, albeit with a stern warning
that this “is often a dangerous thing to do.” This
idea was explored further by Barenco et al. [12],
noting that implementing up to phase is generally a
safe thing to do as long as only classical computa-
tions are performed before uncomputing the phase.

The idea of using the phase space to opti-
mize reversible circuits experienced a recent resur-
gence, in part due to Peter Selinger’s relative
phase Clifford+T implementation of the Toffoli
gate. In particular, Selinger introduced the doubly-
controlled iX gate

Λ2(iX) : |x1〉 |x2〉 |y〉 7→ ix1x2 |x1〉 |x2〉 |y ⊕ (x1x2)〉 ,

which can be implemented with only 4 T gates (see
Figure 1) as opposed to the optimal 7 T gates needed
to implement the Toffoli gate on the nose in the ab-
sence of ancillas and measurements [14]. Since the
erroneous phase ix1x2 is irrelevant to computations
in the state space, the doubly controlled iX gate can
be used interchangeably with a Toffoli gate to com-
pute a temporary logical AND of two bits. When
this temporary value is later uncomputed, the ex-
traneous phase is also uncomputed, as below:

•
•

•
=

• •
• •

0 iX • iX† 0

•

Automated methods were later developed which
achieve the same T -counts by identifying the redun-
dant ix1x2 phase terms when regular Toffoli gates are
used instead [15, 16], mitigating the need for explicit
relative phase constructions.

Cody Jones [7] used the iX gate to implement a
full Toffoli gate using only 4 T gates, a measurement
and a classically controlled Clifford correction. The
main insights were (i) that the phase ix1x2 could be
corrected with a single S† gate if the target of the
Λ2(iX) gate is in the |0〉 state, and (ii) that the
state |(x1x2)〉 can be uncomputed with a measure-
ment and classically-controlled Clifford corrections.

Explicitly, with a single clean ancilla, the product
|(x1x2)〉 can first be computed using a Λ2(iX) gate:

Λ2(iX) |x1〉 |x2〉 |0〉 = ix1x2 |x1〉 |x2〉 |(x1x2)〉 .

The ix1x2 phase can then be immediately corrected
by applying an S† gate to the ancilla. And the prod-
uct |(x1x2)〉 can be copied into the target register
using a Λ(X) gate and uncomputed from the an-
cilla. Rather than uncomputing the state |(x1x2)〉,
Jones noted that it can be traded for a phase via a
Hadamard gate, since:

H |(x1x2)〉 =
1√
2

∑
z∈Z2

(−1)x1x2z |z〉 .

While correcting this phase with a doubly-controlled
Z gate would require 7 T gates, the ancilla can be
measured first and then the resulting phase — 1 if
the measurement result is 0 or (−1)x1x2 otherwise
— can be subsequently corrected. In the case of a
measured value of 1, a classically-controlled Λ1(Z)
gate is all that is needed to correct to the phase. The
resulting circuit is shown below.

•
•

=

• •
• Z

0 iX S† • H

As Jones’s circuit involves an ancilla, measurement,
and a classically controlled correction, its use in re-
versible circuit design remained somewhat limited
until Craig Gidney [9] observed that by delaying
the uncomputation of the temporary product x1x2,
the T -cost of uncomputing certain temporary val-
ues in a reversible circuit can be reduced to 0. Gid-
ney introduced the temporary logical-AND construc-
tion by explicitly separating Jones’s Toffoli into a
T -count 4 circuit for initializing an ancilla with a
logical AND of two bits and a corresponding ter-
mination circuit with T -count 0. We use the term
termination, corresponding to the transformation
|x1〉 |x2〉 |(x1x2)〉 7→ |x1〉 |x2〉 , to denote the fact that
the circuit is non-unitary. Both circuits are shown
below.

•
• =

•
•

0 iX S†

,

•
• =

•
Z

H

This construction gives rise to a k-controlled Toffoli
gate with 4(k − 1) T gates using k − 1 clean ancil-
las, as well as implementations of classical functions
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•

•

iX

=

• •

S • =

• •

• •

H T † T T † T H

FIG. 1. The doubly-controlled iX gate [6].

•
...
•

...

•
...
•

...

iX

=

• •
...
•

...
...
•

...

• •
...
•

...
...
•

...

H T † T T † T H

FIG. 2. A circuit implementing a multiply-controlled iX
gate [5].

f with multiplicative complexity [17] c∧(f) using at
most 4c∧(f) T gates and c∧(f) ancillas [10]. More
recently, Berry et al. [18] designed a measurement
assisted termination circuit for QROM states, while
Soeken and Roetteler [19] studied similar measure-
ment assisted termination in the context of Clifford
plus arbitrary single-qubit rotations. Gidney also
explored pebble game strategies using measurement-
assisted uncomputation in [20].

In a complementary direction, other efficient gen-
eralized permutations were discovered following [6].
Giles and Selinger [5] gave an implementation of the
multi-qubit iX gate without ancillas, shown in Fig-
ure 2. Dmitri Maslov [8] later looked at implemen-
tations of the doubly- and triply-controlled Toffoli
gates up to other relative phases. One of Maslov’s
discoveries was a relative phase triply-controlled Tof-
foli gate which is shown in Figure 3. The circuit,
implementing the generalized permutation

|x〉 |y〉 7→ ix1x2+x1x2x3(−1)x1x2y |x〉 |y ⊕ (x1x2x3)〉 ,

reduces the space usage to compute a product of
three bits with only 8 T gates, at the expense of a
target-dependent phase of ix1x2+x1x2x3(−1)x1x2y.

By using this relative phase 4-qubit Toffoli, as well
as other generalized permutations, novel implemen-
tations of reversible functions with reduced space us-
age were given in [8]. In the case of the Toffoli gate
of Barenco et al. [12, Lemma 7.2], these techniques
reduced the T -count from 12n+O(1) to 8n+O(1).

III. CIRCUITS WITH ANCILLAS

The constructions discussed in the previous sec-
tion use the phase/state duality in a variety of ways
to design efficient circuits. Typically, these circuits
are then used as blackboxes: when a more compli-
cated functionality is required, it is reduced to a
combination of known circuits. In the remainder of
the paper, we study circuit design techniques which
generalize the constructions of the previous section
and we use these techniques to define new and effi-
cient circuits.

Central to the techniques that we study here, and
in general to the design of relative-phase circuits,
is the fact that the Hadamard gate induces a bi-
jection between states of the form |y ⊕ f(x)〉 and
(−1)yf(x) |y〉. Specifically, it is an easy calculation
to show that conjugation by Hadamard gates φH(·)
has the effect

|y ⊕ f(x)〉 〈y| φH(·)←−−→ (−1)yf(x) |y〉 〈y|

Stated as circuit equalities, this is the standard fact
[21] that a target can be swapped for a “control”,
taken here as a Z gate, and vice versa:

f...
... =

f...
...

H Z H

=
f...

...

H • H

This simple fact can have perhaps surprising ap-
plications when oracles are allowed to be imple-
mented up to (relative) phase. In the first ap-
plication that we study — to circuits with ancil-
las — it provides an alternative way to uncom-
pute temporary values: by turning them into rel-
ative phases. In particular, if an ancilla initially
in the state |a〉 is used to store a temporary value
|a⊕ f(x)〉, rather than uncompute this temporary
value one can simply push f(x) into the phase since
φH(|a⊕ f(x)〉 〈a|) = (−1)af(x) |a〉 〈a|. We record
this fact with the following statement, and illustrate
its use by implementing a Λk(X) gate up to relative
phase using dirty ancillas:
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• • • •

• S • •

S •

•

=

• •

• •

• •

H T T † H T T † T T † H T T † H

FIG. 3. A relative phase 4-qubit Toffoli gate [8].

A temporary value stored in a dirty an-
cilla can always be left uncomputed, at
the expense of a relative phase.

Construction 1 (Relative phase Λk(X)). Consider
a 4-control Toffoli gate constructed using 2 dirty an-
cillas, as in [12, Lemma 7.2]:

•
•
•
• =

• •
• •

• • • •
• •
• • • •

• •
.

The role of the final three Toffoli gates is to un-
compute the temporary values in the ancillas. In
their absence, the circuit would map an input state
|x〉 |a〉 |b〉 |y〉 to the state

|x〉 |a⊕ (x1x2)〉 |b⊕ (x1x2x3)〉 |y ⊕ (x1x2x3x4)〉 .

Rather than perform the final Toffoli gates, we can
conjugate the ancillas with Hadamard gates to re-
turn them to their initial state at the expense of a
relative phase. We then get

•
•

• •
• •

H • • H

H • • H

=
D

•
•
•
•

where the diagonal gate D imparts a relative phase
of (−1)ax1x2+bx1x2x3 .

Care must be taken when trading (local) uncom-
putations for relative phases, as the ancillas must re-
main in the same state when matched with a (global)

uncomputation later. Moreover, gates on the ancil-
las may not in general commute with such an im-
plementation, while such gates do commute with an
exact implementation.

One may wonder whether a similar trick can be
played with circuits using clean ancillas. In this case,
conjugation by H uncomputes a temporary value
with no relative phase:

|f(x)〉 〈0| φH(·)←−−→ |0〉 〈0|

Internally, the clean ancilla is replaced with a dirty
one and the clean value is effectively “stored” in
the phase, to be retrieved later. Specifically, since
H |0〉 = 1√

2

∑
z |z〉, after the initial Hadamard gate

the ancilla is placed in a dirty state. Adding f(x)
to this ancilla results in the state 1√

2

∑
z |z ⊕ f(x)〉.

Finally, since
∑
z |z ⊕ f(x)〉 =

∑
z′ |z′〉 for any value

of f(x), the final Hadamard sends this state back to
the clean state |0〉. We again summarize this fact
and illustrate its use with a circuit construction.

A temporary value stored in a dirty an-
cilla can always be left uncomputed with-
out adding a relative phase by using a
clean ancilla.

Construction 2 (Phase-based Bennett). Recall
Bennett’s compute-copy-uncompute scheme to re-
claim temporary ancillas:

x1
f f

x1
...

...xk xk

0 • 0
y y ⊕ f(x).

The compute-copy-uncompute construction can be
reduced to a single compute by using the phase
space to temporarily store the ancilla’s (clean) value.
Specifically, by applying a Hadamard gate to the an-
cilla, the clean |0〉 state is swapped into the phase
space. This clean phase can later be swapped back
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into the state space with a Hadamard gate, uncom-
puting the intermediate state as below.

x1
f

x1
...

...xk xk

0 H • • H 0

y y ⊕ f(x).

An additional Λ1(X) gate is needed, as after swap-
ping the ancilla’s initial (clean) state into the phase
the ancilla exists in a dirty state. This dirty value
is then added to the target register twice, canceling
out, as in the constructions of [12].

To use the phase-based Bennett trick above for
cleanup, the compute circuit needs to be designed to
work with dirty ancillas — this can be prohibitive
as implementations of oracles using clean ancillas
are typically more time-efficient. However, in cases
where the temporary values are expensive to com-
pute it can sometimes be advantageous to adjust the
inner computation to work with dirty ancillas, as the
following construction shows.

Construction 3 (Oracle multiplication). Consider
the circuit below multiplying two Boolean functions
f and g using two clean ancillas:

x1
f g g† f†

x1
...

...xk xk

0 • 0

0 • 0
y y ⊕ f(x)g(x).

We can eliminate one uncomputation of either f
or g by swapping the phase and state space of the
corresponding ancilla, at the expense of one extra
Toffoli gate to deal with the now dirty ancilla.

x1
f g f†

x1
...

...xk xk

0 • • 0

0 H • • H 0

y y ⊕ f(x)g(x).

(1)

Note that here, the two Toffoli gates can be replaced
with appropriate Λ2(iZ) and Hadamard gates, re-
quiring 8 T gates rather than the 14 that would be
required if Toffoli gates were used.

Proposition 4. Let f, g : Zk2 → Z2 be Boolean
functions and suppose the oracles Uf and Ug can
be implemented with T -count τ(Uf ) and τ(Ug), re-
spectively. With two additional clean ancillas, the
oracle Uf ·g can be implemented by a circuit of T -
count 2τ(Uf ) + τ(Ug) + 8.

We now apply these observations to construct
implementations of multiply-controlled Toffoli gates
with a single dirty ancilla, both up to relative phase
and implemented exactly, using fewer T gates than
previously known.

Construction 5 (Λk(X) with a single dirty ancilla).
Recall [12, Lemma 7.3] that a k-controlled Toffoli
gate can be decomposed as follows, using a single
dirty ancilla:

•
...

...
•
• =

• •
...

...
• •

• •
• •

.

The construction can be applied recursively using
the kth bit as a dirty ancilla. However, this results
in an exponential gate count, since the dirty ancilla
needs to be cleaned in each recursive instantiation.

We can recover a linear gate count with a sim-
ple recursive construction by trading the temporary
value held in the dirty ancilla for a phase in each
step. We then obtain the following equality, where
D and D′ are some particular diagonal gates:

D

•
...

...
•
• =

D′

•
...

...
•

• •
H • • H

.

(2)

The precise form of D is given in Appendix B.
The above construction reduces the T -count for a

k-controlled Toffoli gate with a single dirty ancilla to
8(k−2)+4, using Λ2(iX) gates to implement Toffo-
lis, at the expense of a relative phase on the controls
and ancilla. By comparison, the best-known T -count
for Λk(X) with a single dirty ancilla is 16(k− 1) us-
ing [12, Lemma 7.3] together with Maslov’s circuit
[8] for the inner Λk/2(X) gates.

A k-controlled Toffoli gate can also be imple-
mented on the nose by performing a final overall
cleanup of the dirty ancilla, as below:

•
...

...
•
• =

D

• •

D†
...

...
• •

• •
• •

(3)

For k ≥ 4, this gives a Λk(X) gate with a single
dirty ancilla and T -count 16(k − 2). This reduces
the T -count of the best-known construction by 16.
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Proposition 6. Let k ∈ Z≥4. With a single dirty
ancilla, the Λk(X) gate can be implemented by a cir-
cuit of T -count 16(k − 2).

Proposition 7. Let k ∈ Z≥2. With a single dirty
ancilla, the Λk(X) gate can be implemented up to a
phase in the controls and the ancilla by a circuit of
T -count 8(k − 2) + 4.

Remark 8. In general it is preferable to use an alter-
nate form of the Λk(X) where the ancilla is cleaned
by pushing the temporary value into the phase, fol-
lowed by a phase cleanup. In this case, if the Λk(X)
is later uncomputed the phase cleanup can be can-
celled by automated means. The circuit is shown
below:

•
...

...
•
• =

D

• •

D†
...

...
• •

• •
H • • H •

.

IV. ANCILLA-FREE CIRCUITS

We now turn our attention to even more space-
efficient constructions and in particular to circuits
which do not use ancillas. We cover design tech-
niques that can be used to implement generalized
permutations. We then use these techniques to give
T -count efficient relative phase implementations of
multiply-controlled Toffoli gates. We also identify
Boolean functions for which the T -count of the best-
known construction [10] can be matched or beaten
without the use of ancillas and measurement (but at
the cost of a relative phase).

Recall that D[ω] is the ring of dyadic fractions ex-
tended by ω = eiπ/4. It was shown in [5] that, for
n ≥ 4, every n-qubit unitary with determinant 1
and entries in D[ω] can be exactly represented by an
ancilla-free Clifford+T circuit. Since the determi-
nant of a permutation is either 1 or −1, depending
on whether the permutation is even or odd, it fol-
lows that exactly the even permutations can be rep-
resented by an ancilla-free Clifford+T circuit. If we
allow relative phase implementations, however, any
permutation can be implemented.

To find generalized permutations with efficient
ancilla-free implementations, it can be helpful to
push all computation to the phase space. In par-
ticular, given a relative-phase implementation (sup-
pressing the constant |x〉 register)

Ũf = eig(x) |y ⊕ f(x)〉 〈y| ,

conjugating by H pushes all computation to the
phase:

HŨfH = eig(x)(−1)yf(x) |y〉 〈y| .

By instead synthesizing the phase oracle, we can
more easily find relative phases eig(x) which reduce
the overall T -count, as the next constructions show.

Construction 9 (Relative phase Λk(Z)). The cir-
cuit from Construction 5 can be equivalently derived
by synthesizing the phase-space version of Λk(Z)
up to relative phase. In particular, to perform a
multiply-controlled Z gate up to relative phase, we
want to compute some phase

(−1)y·x1···xkeig(x,a)

where y is the target and a is an ancillary bit.
We can build a circuit to do so by first multiplying

(in F2) y by xk and adding this to an ancilla a, then
applying a phase of (−1)x1···xk−1(a+yxk). In partic-
ular we have the equality below, for some diagonal
gate D:

D

•
...

...•
•

•

=

D′

•
...

...•
• •

•
• •

Conjugating by H on the target gives the Λk(X)
circuit from Construction 5, up to swapping controls
and targets by commuting the Hadamards.

Construction 10 (Selinger’s Λ2(iX)). The doubly-
controlled iX gate in Figure 1 computes the follow-
ing transformation on computational basis states:

|x1〉 |x2〉 |y〉 7→ ix1x2 |x1〉 |x2〉 |y ⊕ (x1x2)〉 .

To see how Λ2(iX) arises naturally as an efficient
relative phase implementation of the Toffoli gate
over Clifford+T , it is helpful to consider the doubly-
controlled Z gate:

|x1〉 |x2〉 |y〉 7→ (−1)x1x2y |x1〉 |x2〉 |y〉 .

Since (−1)x1x2y = ω4x1x2y, we can use the equality
[6]

4x1x2y = x1 + x2 + y − (x1 ⊕ x2)− (x1 ⊕ y)

− (x2 ⊕ y) + (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ y)

to implement the doubly-controlled Z gate over
Clifford+T by computing each of the terms in the

8



above sum (using Λ1(X) gates) and applying a T or
a T † gate. If we only apply the 4 rotations which
depend on y, and noting that 2x1x2 = x1 + x2 −
(x1 ⊕ x2), the resulting phase term is

4x1x2y−2x1x2 = y−(y⊕x1)−(y⊕x2)+(y⊕x1⊕x2)

Conjugating by H on the target then sends
the output (−1)x1x2yi−x1x2 |x1〉 |x2〉 |y〉 to
i−x1x2 |x1〉 |x2〉 |y ⊕ (x1x2)〉, implementing the
desired transformation up to a phase of i−x1x2 .

In general, for any classical function f : Zn2 → Z2,
an oracle for f can be implemented up to relative
phase by taking the Fourier transform [22] of yf(x)
and then dropping all terms that do not involve y.
Explicitly, if

(−1)yf(x) = ωg(x)+yh(x),

then it suffices to implement the phase oracle ωyh(x).
We summarize this in the following statement:

A relative-phase implementation of Uf
can be obtained by taking the Fourier
transform of yf(x) and truncating all
terms which do not depend on y.

Using this idea, we can devise a method to multi-
ple two Boolean functions f, g up to relative phase
without ancillas, given oracles for f and g. In par-
ticular, since

(−1)y·f(x)g(x)i−f(x)g(x) = ωy−y⊕f(x)−y⊕g(x)+y⊕f(x)⊕g(x),

we can alternately add f(x) and g(x) into the target
y and apply the appropriate T or T † gate, as below:

D f · g...
... =

f g f g...
...

H T T † T T † H

(4)

The above matched multiplication construction
generalizes the multiply-controlled iX implementa-
tion of Giles and Selinger [5].

We arrive at a slightly different form of ancilla-free
oracle multiplication by noting that the final compu-
tation of Ug serves only to uncompute the temporary
value g(x). As noted in Section III, since the target
is conjugated with Hadamard gates, this temporary
value can instead be swapped into the phase. The
result is the unmatched oracle multiplication circuit
below, which generalizes Maslov’s relative phase 4-
qubit Toffoli [8]. Note that unlike matched multipli-
cation, unmatched multiplication results in a target-
dependent phase.

D
f · g...

... =
f g f...

...

H T T † T T † H

(5)

Proposition 11. Let f, g : Zk2 → Z2 be Boolean
functions and suppose the oracles Uf and Ug can be
implemented with T -count τ(Uf ) and τ(Ug), respec-
tively. With no additional ancillas, the oracle Uf ·g
can be implemented up to a phase in the controls by
a circuit of T -count 2τ(Uf ) + 2τ(Ug) + 4.

Proposition 12. Let f, g : Zk2 → Z2 be Boolean
functions and suppose the oracles Uf and Ug can be
implemented with T -count τ(Uf ) and τ(Ug), respec-
tively. With no additional ancillas, the oracle Uf ·g
can be implemented up to a phase in the controls and
the target by a circuit of T -count 2τ(Uf )+τ(Ug)+4.

The multiplication constructions above can be in-
stantiated in various ways to design relative phase
circuits without ancillas. We now cover some of
these applications.

Construction 13 (Efficient high-degree oracles).
By recursively instantiating Ug in the unmatched
multiplication, we can quickly (in the T -count) grow
the degree of a Boolean function by setting f(x) = x,
multiplying in one control at each iteration.

D
fk

...
...

= D

fk−1...
...

• •
H T T † T T † H

(6)

The function fk is defined by the recurrence

f0(x) = 0

f1(x) = x1

fk(x) = xk · fk−1(x) + fk−2(x)

The contribution of fk−2 is due to the relative phase
of (−1)y·fk−1 from the unmatched multiplication,
which eventually gets swapped back into the state.
For instance, for k = 4 we have

f4(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x1x2x3x4 ⊕ x1x4 ⊕ x3x4.

Different recurrences and initial conditions can be
obtained by tuning the construction with additional
Clifford gates, or by switching to matched multi-
plication. In particular, the relative phase 4 qubit
Toffoli in Figure 3 is obtained by using matched mul-
tiplication for f2 at no additional T -cost. The result
is the recurrence

f0(x) = 0 f1(x) = x1

f2(x) = x1x2 f3(x) = x1x2x3

fk(x) = xk · fk−1 + fk−2

9



Proposition 14. There exists a maximal degree
Boolean function f : Zk2 → Z2 such that, without
ancillas, the oracle Uf can be implemented up to a
phase in the controls and the target by a ciruit of
T -count 4(k − 1).

Proposition 15. There exists a maximal degree
Boolean function f : Zk2 → Z2 such that, with a sin-
gle dirty ancilla, the oracle Uf can be implemented
by a ciruit of T -count 8(k − 1).

Remark 16. The construction in Construction 13 is
notable in that matches or outperforms the best-
known [10] T -count for any degree k function, with-
out ancillas, measurement, or classical control but
at the expense of a relative phase. Specifically,
the above construction uses 4(deg(fk)− 1) T gates,
where deg(fk)− 1 ≤ c∧(fk), the multiplicative com-
plexity of fk.

While functions derivable with this construction
are not likely to be of practical use for circuit design-
ers, they may be useful in automated circuit synthe-
sis such as LUT-based logic synthesis [11], where ar-
bitrary Boolean functions on a small number of bits
are used to synthesize larger oracles. For instance,
f4 and f5 — corresponding to the spectral classes
#0888 and #a8808000 [23], respectively — reduce
the best-known, space-minimal constructions from
T -count 77 and 490 to 12 and 16 up to phase, or 24
and 32 exactly [23]. We leave it as an area of future
work to identify more distinct spectral classes effi-
ciently implementable using variations of this con-
struction.

We end the section by giving novel relative phase
implementations of the k-control Toffoli gate, our
best construction of which halves the T -count of the
best-known ancilla-free circuit. To simplify our pre-
sentation, we introduce shorthand for two types of
relative phase gates: U• and U?, corresponding to
whether the relative phase is on the controls and an-
cillas, or controls, ancillas, and target, respectively.
We use boxes on dirty ancillas to denote relative
phases. Hence,

•
...

...•
�

...
...

�

U•

=
D

•
...

...•

...
...

U

•
...

...•
�

...
...

�

U?

= D

•
...

...•

...
...

U

where the gates D are some unspecified diagonal
gates. We denote the inverse of U• or U? by •U
or ?U , respectively.

Construction 17 (Ancilla-free Toffoli gates). We
first note that we can use the relative phase Toffoli
of Construction 5 together with matched multipli-
cation, which cancels each of the relative phases, to
get an improved (in the T -count) implementation of
the Λk(iX) gate (T -count 16(k−3)+4 when k ≥ 4):

•...
•

...

•...
•

...

iX

=

� • � •
...

...
� • � •
• � • �

...
...• � • �

H T † X• T X• T † •X T •X H

(7)

Next we leverage the un-matched multiplication,
placing all but one control on the un-matched Tof-
foli gate and using the single dirty ancilla relative
phase Toffoli from Construction 5 to perform it up to
phase. The result is an ancilla-free k-controlled Tof-
foli gate using 8(k− 2) T gates, roughly half that of
the best-known ancilla-free k-controlled Toffoli gate,
at the expense of a target-dependent phase:

•...
•

...

•

X?

=

•
...

...•
• � •

H T T † X• T T † H

(8)

Our final ancilla-free construction, below, uses the
previous circuit to perform a k-controlled Toffoli up
to a phase only on the controls. The construction
uses matched multiplication to eliminate the target-
dependent phases produced by the intermediate Tof-
foli gates. The result is an additional 16 T gates of
savings compared to the k-controlled iX gate above
(T -count 16(k − 4) + 4 when k ≥ 5):

•...
•

...

•...
•

...

X•

=

• •
...

...• •
• •

...
...• •

H T † X? T X? T † ?X T ?X H

(9)

Proposition 18. Let k ∈ Z≥5. Without ancillas,
the Λk(X) gate can be implemented up to a phase in
the controls by a circuit of T -count 16(k − 4) + 4.

Proposition 19. Let k ∈ Z≥3. Without ancillas,
the Λk(X) gate can be implemented up to a phase
in the controls and the target by a circuit of T -count
8(k − 2).

Remark 20. Combining the X? construction with
the Gidney logical-AND [9] gives a method of fur-
ther reducing the T -count of the multiply-controlled
Toffoli gate (up to phase) when some ancillas are

10



available. In particular, by using Gidney’s logical-
AND to initialize and terminate m temporary prod-
ucts with m clean ancillas and 4m T gates, this gives
a T -count of 4m + 8(k − m − 2) for a k-controlled
X? with m clean ancillas, where m ≤ k − 1.

V. MEASUREMENT-ASSISTED
UNCOMPUTATION

The last technique that we study generalizes the
constructions of Gidney and Jones for terminating
a temporary product [7, 9]. Recall that by termi-
nation we mean the dual of initialization, which is
distinguished from the (unitary) process of uncom-
putation.

To terminate an ancilla in the temporary state
|f(x)〉, one typically uncomputes f . Instead, we can
swap the state into the phase space by applying a
Hadamard gate:

H |f(x)〉 =
1√
2

∑
y∈Z2

(−1)yf(x) |y〉 .

Measuring the ancillary qubit then leaves a phase of
1 or a phase of (−1)f(x). In the latter case, this phase
can be corrected by a classically-controlled (−1)f(x)

phase oracle. This is reflected in the following se-
quence of circuit equalities:

x1

f...
...

xk

f(x) |

=
f...

...

H • H

=
f...

...

H •

=
f

x1
...

...
xk

H

Note that the second equality follows from the fact
that single qubit gates preceding a discarded mea-
surement can be dropped [24]. We once again sum-
marize this fact below.

A temporary value |f(x)〉 can be termi-
nated by measuring in the X-basis and
applying a classically-controlled (−1)f(x)

correction.

In the case of the 2-qubit Toffoli gate, the
classically-controlled correction of (−1)x1x2 can be
implemented using only Clifford gates. In contrast,
in the general case, correcting the phase (−1)f(x)

might require T gates. This can nonetheless still re-
duce the T -count, since uncomputing f(x) without
measurement requires computing the phase

|x〉 |y〉 7→ (−1)yf(x) |x〉 |y〉

conrresponding to an extra quantum control.

Construction 21 (Terminating Λk(X)). Consider
the logical product of k bits |(x1 · · ·xk)〉, which can
be initialized with a clean ancilla by applying a
multiply-controlled iX gate and an S†:

x1 •
...
...xk • =

•
...

...•
0

=

• x1
...

...• xk

0 iX S† x1 · · ·xk

(12)

Using the Λk(iX) gate from Section IV, the logical
product above uses 16(k − 3) + 4 T gates.

After this temporary product is no longer
needed, we can terminate it by measuring in the
X basis, resulting in the state |(x1 · · ·xk)〉 or
(−1)x1···xk |(x1 · · ·xk)〉. Correcting this phase re-
quires a Λk−1(Z) gate. Using the methods from
Section III, this gate can be implemented with a
single ancilla in T -count 16(k − 3). With non-
destructive measurements, this can be further re-
duced to 16(k−4)+4 by re-using the measured qubit
as a clean ancilla to initialize a temporary product
of two bits:

x1 •
...
...xk−2 •

xk−1 •
xk •

x1 · · ·xk

=

• x1
...

...• xk−2

• • xk−1

• • xk

H 0 iX Z −iX 0

0 • • •

(13)

In the case where the oracle is implemented up
to phase, the T -count of the final phase correction
can sometimes be reduced further by applying the
phase correction itself up to phase. The following
construction gives a measurement-assisted termina-
tion circuit for a temporary logical 3-AND based on
Maslov’s Toffoli 4.

Construction 22 (Terminating Maslov’s Λ3(X?)).
The ternary logical AND f(x) = x1x2x3 can be ini-
tialized with a clean ancilla using Maslov’s 4-qubit
Toffoli gate (see Figure 3) up to a phase of ix1x2 . In
particular,

• •

S •
•

=

•
•
•

0 X? S†

where the 3-control X? gate is the right hand side of
Figure 3. In this case, measuring the product in the
X basis gives either a phase of ix1x2 if the result is
0, or a phase of ix1x2(−1)x1x2x3 if the measurement
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D

•
...

...•
•
•

=

•
...

...•
•
•

0 X?
S†

(10)

•

D†

...
...•

•
•

=

•
...

...•
• � •
• • • •

H 0 iX •Z −iX 0

0 • •

(11)

FIG. 4. Initializing and terminating a temporary logical AND of k bits. Combined T -count 16(k − 2)− 10± 2.

result is 1. In the former case, the phase of ix1x2

can be corrected with a controlled S† gate in 3 T
gates, while the latter phase of ix1x2(−1)x1x2x3 can
be corrected with a Λ2(−iZ) gate using 4 T gates.
The corresponding circuit is shown below.

• •
• S†

•
=

• •

S† •
−iZ

H •

(14)

We close by giving an efficient logical k-AND using
our Λk(X?) to initialize the product, and measure-
ment to terminate it (Figure 4). The termination
construction shaves roughly 16 T gates off the cost
to compute the product.

Proposition 23. A logical AND of k bits can be
initialized up to relative phase with 8(k− 2) T gates
and terminated with either 8(k − 4) or 8(k − 4) + 4
T gates.

As a corollary we additionally obtain a Jones-style
circuit for the Λk(X) gate which uses a single clean
ancilla, measurements and classical control.

Proposition 24. Let k ∈ Z≥4. With a single dirty
ancilla and measurements, the Λk(X) gate can be
implemented by a circuit of T -count 16(k − 3) + 4.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we described a number of techniques
which use the phase/state duality in order to effi-
ciently implement quantum oracles, most notably in
the low-space regime. These techniques generalize,
among others, the relative phase Toffolis of Maslov
and Selinger, as well as the measurement-assisted
uncomputations of Gidney and Jones. Using these
techniques, we developed several new circuit con-
structions. These constructions, which are summa-
rized in Table I, include circuits for Toffoli gates,
multiplying Boolean functions, and high-degree clas-
sical gates.
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Appendix A: Implications of relative phases

As most of our constructions have some form of relative phase associated with them, care must be taken
when using them. Here we show that any permutation or reversible circuit which is later uncomputed can be
replaced with a relative phase implementation, provided the interior computation doesn’t modify the basis
state of any qubits on which there is a relative phase.

Proposition 25. Let Uf be an oracle for some Boolean function f : Zn2 → Z2 and let U be some unitary
transformation on m > n qubits. Without loss of generality, if U is constant up to phase on the first n
qubits, then

(U†f ⊗ I)U(Uf ⊗ I) = (Ũf
†
⊗ I)U(Ũf ⊗ I)

for any relative phase implementation Ũf of f .

Proof. First observe that if U is constant up to phase in the first n qubits, then U is equivalent to some
circuit where the first n qubits are only used as controls. In particular, U can be written as a product of a
diagonal unitary V and 2n matrices controlled on the 2n basis states of the first n qubits:

U =

2n∏
i=1

Λin(Ui)

where we use Λin(Ui) to denote the application of Ui controlled on the first n qubits having basis state equal
to the binary expansion of i.

Now recalling that a generalized permutation Ũf may be factored equally as DUf = Ũf = UfD
′ for some
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diagonal matrices D,D′, we can proceed by calculation.

Ũf

U

Ũf
†...

...

...
...

=

Uf D

U

D† U†f
...

...

...
...

=

Uf D

V

• · · · •
D† U†f

...
...· · · •

U1 U2

· · ·
U2n

...
...· · ·

=

Uf D D†

V

• · · · •
U†f

...
...· · · •

U1 U2

· · ·
U2n

...
...· · ·

=

Uf

V

• · · · •
U†f

...
...· · · •

U1 U2

· · ·
U2n

...
...· · ·

=

Uf

U

U†f
...

...

...
...

A simple rule-of-thumb for when the above proposition can be applied is whenever Uf and U†f are used as

a compute/uncompute pair, and Uf does not impart a relative phase on a dirty ancilla. In such a case, U is

necessarily globally constant on the qubits used in Uf in order for U†f to correctly uncompute Uf .

Appendix B: Correctness of the logical k-AND termination

In this appendix we establish the precise form of the relative phase D in the circuit constructions in
Figure 4, and prove correctness of the termination circuit. To do so, we first establish the form of the
relative phase in the single dirty ancilla X•.

Proposition 26.

•
...

...
•
•
�

X•

=

• •
...

...
• •
• �

Z•
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Proof.

•
...

...
•
•
�

X•

=
D

•
...

...
•

• •
H • • H

=
D

• •

D† D

•
...

...
• • •

• •
H • • H • •

=

• •
...

...
• •
• �

Z•

We now establish the correctness of the circuit constructions in Figure 4, and give explicit forms for the
relative phases.

Proposition 27.

•
...

...

•
•

0 X? S†

=

• •
...

...
• •
� •
Z• •

Proof.

•
...

...
•
•
•

0 X? S†

=

•
...

...
•
•

• � •
0 H T T † X• T T † H S†

=

• •
...

...
• •
� •
Z• • •

0 H T T † T T † H S†

=

• • •
...

...
• • •
� • •
Z• S •

0 S†

=

• •
...

...
• •
� •
Z• •

0

=

• •
...

...
• •
� •
Z• •
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Proposition 28.

•
...

...
•

• � •
• • • •

H | iX •Z −iX |
• • •

=

• •
...

...
• •
• �

• •Z

Proof.

•
...

...
•

• � •
• • • •

H | iX •Z −iX |
• • •

=

•
...

...
•

• � •
• • • •

| iX •Z −iX |
H • •

=

•
...

...
•

• � •
• • • •

| iX •Z −iX |
H • •

=

• •
...

...
• �

• •Z •
• • • •

| iX • −iX |
H • •

=

• • •
...

...
• � •

• •Z •
• • •

| iX • −iX |
H • •

=

• •
...

...
• •
� •
•Z •

H •

=

• •
...

...
• •
• �

• •Z

0

=

• •
...

...
• •
• �

• •Z
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